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Abstract. Web Services provide a suitable technical foundation for making
business processes accessible within and across enterprises. The business logic
encapsulated inside Web Services often resides in already existing transactional
backend-systems. However, the scope of these systems is normally limited to
their domain and is not distributed across heterogeneous environments.
In this paper, we investigate the impact of the emerging Web Service technology on transactional backend-systems: Transactional context needs to propagate
from activities or even business processes to services they use. Negotiations
between service requestors and services on context to be propagate can be done
automatically based on policies attached to the corresponding Web Service descriptions. Corresponding standards and mechanisms form the basis of a new
computing and middleware paradigm: the Business Grid.
Some exemplary research work to be done to actually build the outlined Business Grid environment is sketched.

1

Introduction

Web Services can be considered as the seminal integration solution for software architecture in information technology. Nearly every software vendor and especially all
major suppliers of middleware technology are supporting this new computing paradigm. Before we will explain our ideas concerning the potential of combining Web
Service technology, transactional backend-systems and here especially ERP-systems
and Grid environments, we will define what we understand by the term Web Service.
We describe the Service Oriented Architecture as the underpinning for Web Service
technology and the necessary steps for providing and requesting Web Services which
are hosted in traditional backend-systems in section 2. The problems which will arise
when integrating transactional backend-systems across heterogeneous environments
will be discussed and a possible solution for this challenge namely BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services), WS-Transaction and WSCoordination, the specifications for a comprehensive business process automation
framework that allows companies to leverage the benefits of the Web Services architecture to create and automate business transactions will be sketched in section 3. The
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Web Services Policy Framework which provides a general purpose model and corresponding syntax to describe and communicate the policies of a Web Service – a necessary feature when searching and matching Web Services with special properties –
could be augmented in conjunction with WS-Coordination to achieve a transactional
handshake. Therefore, WS-Policy together with WS-Coordination helps to select the
correct Web Service regarding operational properties which is outlined in section 4. In
chapter 5 the evolving Open Grid Services Architecture in which a Grid provides an
extensible set of services that can be aggregated in various ways is shortly explained.
Further on, the term Business Grid vaguely used before is specified and compared
with classical Computational Grids. Classical transactional backend-systems like
ERP-systems and the new concept of Business Grids are combined into a new system
architecture – the effects on traditional software architectures are presented in section
6. Finally, in chapter 7, we give a short example of a Business Grid architecture
which could be used to provide fined-grained SAP R/3-transactions as Grid Services.
Some of these provided Grid Services are requested and selected due to operational
and business properties. We will show how failures can be compensated and which
precautions must be made in SAP R/3 to enable Business Grid-support. We conclude
in chapter 8 with a summary and give an outlook on future research.

2

The Service Oriented Architecture and Web Services

A Web Service can be considered as a virtual software component that hides middleware idiosyncrasies like the underlying component model, invocation protocol etc. as
far as possible [1]. Web Services are provided (Æ publish) by Service Providers, discovered using a Service Directory (Æ find) and bound dynamically by Service Requestors (Æ bind).
All the action is based on standards-based protocols and formats in order that
interoperability is achieved, even when the partners are using heterogeneous hardand software. The transport medium used by this Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) is (normally) based on TCP/IP and the data exchanged by the involved partners is encoded in XML. The platform-neutral and globally available invocation
mechanism for Web Services is the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [2]. Web
Services can be considered as firewall-compliant remote procedure calls (RPC), since
the standard transport protocol used by SOAP is HTTP. The Web Service invocation
is packed in the payload of a SOAP-message (to be precise in the SOAP body of the
SOAP envelope which forms the SOAP payload) and sent to a SOAP Endpoint Reference, the Service Provider.
The Basic Web Services Stack
Web Services can be discovered by browsing a Service Directory, the so called Universal Description, Discovery and Integration or for short UDDI [3]. Service Providers are populating UDDI with information about the Web Services provided by them.
This information contains amongst technical descriptions (which methods can be
called, what are the parameters etc.) expressed in the Web Service Description Lan-
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guage (WSDL) [4] information about the Service Provider himself, i.e. some background about the person providing the service. The Service Requestor selects an appropriate Web Service after querying the UDDI Business Registry (UBR) and finding
a matching service. As a rule, this Web Service is called in a SOAP-message, the
XML-based RPC.

Fig. 1. The Service Oriented Architecture

Web Service Aggregation
The functions and the business logic inside the provided Web Services could be implemented when there is a need for this specific function. In fact, the business logic is
often already in place and implemented on some systems, e.g. an inventory check
against an inventory control system. Now, this functionality should be provided via
standardized interfaces and transport protocols so that other applications can “consume” this feature in their own application without explicit stub programming as e.g.
in CORBA [5]. Further on, this functionality could be provided to business partners
with two positive effects: first, the business partner is checking the inventory himself
before placing an order for his customer and by this reduces the internal outlays of the
Service Provider and second the business partner can retrieve the information needed
whenever he wants and thus becomes independent of the Service Providers office
hours.
As Web Services are not for direct user-interaction as web browsers but for B2B
integration we have to distinguish between “stand-alone” Web Services and Web
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Services which will be aggregated into process flows. In the latter case, we have to
cope with deferred failure or abort situations. This can become tricky, if the processstep performed by the Web Service is already committed, the following or adjacent
step must be cancelled and therefore the Web Service must be cancelled, i.e. rolled
back, too. This is a quite difficult task, when then different steps are performed in a
distributed environment and locking [6] can’t be assured due to costs and negative
system throughput at the participating resource managers. Instead of taking the risk of
inconsistencies after a failed rollback, compensation and compensation spheres [7] are
an alternative solution to “classic” ACID-transactions [8].

3

Transactions and Process-Support in a Web Services World

In the real world, companies won’t just consume “lonely” offered Web Services. Indeed, these software granules will be aggregated into more complex services or
workflows to offer an even more sophisticated service for either internal use or to offer this encapsulated and augmented service as a new Web Service to the outside
world. Anyway, the services offered will manipulate resources and these actions –
whether they are short- or long-lived – should preserve the consistent state of the involved underlying systems.
In classical system-landscapes, transaction support, even across system boundaries
can be achieved with transaction monitors and corresponding transaction protocols,
e.g. 2PhaseCommit [9]. These concepts and techniques can’t be adopted without additional assumptions or modifications to the Web Services world, on the one hand the
involved transaction monitors and protocols are not known a priori when dynamically
selecting a Web Service, on the other hand the selected Web Services are often integrated in higher situated workflows [10] and are therefore dependant on the outcome
from long-running processes, even when the Web Service itself is a short-lived transaction.
BPEL4WS
Initially, both, IBM and Microsoft, developed their own languages for processmodelling in Web Service environments: WSFL from IBM [12] and XLANG from
Microsoft [11]. But soon after that, both companies undertook an effort to combine
both languages into a new standard proposal called Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) [14]. At the time this paper has been written,
BPEL4WS has been published in a second release (BPEL4WS 1.1 [15]), and it has
been submitted to OASIS for formal standardization.
Business processes expressed in BPEL4WS export and import functionality by
using Web Service interfaces exclusively [14] and by specifying the potential execution order of operations from a collection of Web Services allows the definition of
both business processes that make use of Web Services and business processes that
externalize their functionality as Web Services.
This Web Service composition language builds directly on top of WSDL. An important difference between WSDL and BPEL4WS are states. WSDL is essentially
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stateless because the language is unaware of states between operations. The only state
supported is the state between sending and receiving a message in a request-response
or solicit-response operation. But only by recording the state it becomes possible what
action should be taken next and thus enabling business transactions [16].
For a simple BPEL4WS example have a look at the BPEL4WS specification [14]
or at the introducing article about “Business Processes in a Web Services World” [17].
As BPEL4WS is a work in progress a number of required features are absent from the
current specification, for example, the actual status of a business process can’t be queried.
WS-Coordination and WS-Transaction
WS-Coordination (WS-C) [18] describes an extensible framework for providing coordination protocols that coordinate the actions of distributed applications. This framework enables the involved participants to reach consistent agreement on the outcome
of distributed activities. WS-C doesn’t provide support for processes.
WS-Transaction (WS-Tx) [19] describes the necessary coordination types that are
used with WS-C: an atomic transaction (AT) is used to coordinate activities having a
short duration and executed within limited trust domains. A business activity (BA) is
used to coordinate activities that are long in duration and desire to apply business
logic to handle business exceptions. The long duration prohibits locking data resources to make actions tentative and hidden from other applications. Instead, actions
are applied immediately and are permanent.

4

Service Arrangements with WS-Policy

Finding and selecting a matching Web Service is the first step in building a business
process based on Web Services. But how to negotiate e.g. security, or transactional
behaviour? For example, how can the work already done be compensated; does the
backend-system providing the selected Web Service support a 2PhaseCommit or does
this system work with compensation spheres instead of atomic transactions?
Transactional Handshake between Web Services
The Web Service Policy Framework (WS-Policy) provides a general purpose model
and corresponding syntax to describe and communicate the policies of a Web Service
[20]. The goal of WS-Policy is to provide the mechanisms needed to enable Web
Service Providers to specify their policy information. This information is expressed
through an XML-based structure called a policy expression and a core set of grammar
elements to indicate how the contained policy assertions apply to a policy subject, i.e.
the endpoint or resource to which the policy is bound. These policy information can
be either associated with specific instances of services or be referenced from WSDL
definitions [21]. Thus, the Service Provider can expose the conditions under which he
provides the Web Service.
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WS-Policy can be used to achieve a “transactional handshake” between the Service
Provider and the Service Requestor. The following two figures show in a simplified
manner how a Service Requestor selects in a Contracting Phase a Web Service based
on certain policies. During the Binding Phase the two participants interact with a
common coordinator as the activity propagates between them:

Fig. 2. Contracting Phase

(1) Due to information provided in the attached policy file, the Service Requestor
knows that the requested service is a long-running BusinessActivity and therefore requests the creation of a CoordinationContext at the Activation Service ASmyCo at the
specified Coordinator myCo. (2) This CoordinationContext C1 comprises a URI to
the Service Provider’s BusinessActivity BA. (3) In a third step, the Service Provider
will then register to participate in the BusinessActivityProtocol.
Selecting a Web Service will therefore be done, first, by matching business and operational properties, e.g. the Service is performed under the control of a mission critical transaction monitor and the data produced will be stored in a relational database,
and, second, by agreeing on matching policies, e.g. that in case of failures the invoked
Web Service has to be compensated with a dedicated compensating Web Service offered by the same Service Provider.

5

The Business Grid

When Web Services will become more and more widespread, the consumption of the
Services offered can grow up rapidly due to the standardized integration of the software granules. Inherent, Service Providers have to cope with well know problems as
load balancing, dynamic selection of the most suited Service, billing techniques and
Service Level Agreements [22].
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Fig. 3. Binding Phase

Service Oriented Architecture can be considered as new underpinning for a more
generic Application Service Providing (ASP) model. Serving finer grained software
components augmented with a standardized usage model rather than complete applications (which could be also realised with Web Services) requires to think about a
scalable and service(level)-oriented middleware which will provide the necessary basic services to enable the Service Oriented Architecture even across system and enterprise domains.
Therefore it is only consequent, that researchers began to “merge” the concepts and
ideas of Grid Computing with the Service Oriented Architecture and thus to adopt the
Web Services Architecture [23] to the classical number crunching grid computing environment [24].
In our terminology, a Business Grid is a Grid environment with Web Services as
the provided resources rather than processor time, storage area or bandwidth as it is
the case with Computational Grids thus resulting in a scalable Service Oriented Architecture. Instead of a few requestors in “classical” Grid computing scenarios the
number of potential service requestors in such a Business Grid environment is a priori
unknown and can be enormous. There’s another observation that helps distinguishing
Computational Grids and Business Grids: in classic Grid environments, requestors
had to cope with the issue that their software and/or their data-sets had to be split and
distributed to the performing IT resources, i.e. to the resource providers in the network. When the job finished, the distributed results had to be assembled by the originating requestor. In contrast, in a Business Grid environment, the Service Requestor
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calls the Web Service granule over the Grid, gets his job done and continues with
other tasks. The challenge in Business Grids is first to find the best Web Service for
the job to be done and second to instantiate the selected Web Service by the Grid environment that the work is done as it were the only service provisioned in the Business Grid.
Service Domain
The Business Grid provides the runtime environment for provisioning Web Services
across heterogeneous platforms and thus ensures the optimal utilization of resources.
The selection process for a suitable Web Service is nearly the same as in a “normal”
Service Oriented Architecture just that we are dealing with business and operational
properties and that the Service Provider is probably not known thus resulting in a
contracting phase done automatically by the environment upon the properties and the
requirements.
The notion of a Service Domain [25] introduces a collection of comparable or related Web Services through a common service entry point and thus enables the selection of a specific Web Service instance not just on availability but also on the basis of
Service Level Agreements (SLA) and business arrangements. Therefore, the Service
Domain architecture can be described as a service sharing and aggregation model
through a service entry interface [25].

Fig. 4. A Service Domain

The conjunction of Grid technologies and Service Domains therefore forming the new
concept called the Business Grid enables a new form of resource sharing and pooling
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of resources: in the future, whenever a company or a clerk needs some specific functionality, the user won’t install an additional server component on its own server, instead he will “ask” for this functionality in the Business Grid environment he subscribed to. Then, it’s up to the Service Domain to fetch the most suited service; the
Business Grid has to schedule the job and to return the results to the requestor.
Open Grid Services Architecture
Several Grid technologies and toolkits are available today, such as Unicore [26] and
the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [27] for instance. In what follows, we
are focussing on OGSA because OGSA together with the GLOBUS Toolkit [28] is
providing an infrastructure for Grid Computing that is based on a Service Oriented
Architecture.
Building on concepts and technologies from both the Grid and the Web Services
communities, OGSA defines a uniform exposed service semantics – the Grid Service
[29]. It integrates key Grid technologies with Web Service mechanisms to create a
distributed framework based around the Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI)
[30].

OGSI defines, in terms of WSDL interfaces and associated conventions, extensions
and refinements of Web Services standards to support basic Grid behaviours. These
OGSI-compliant Grid services (see figure 5) are intended to form the components of
the Grid infrastructure [31]. Associated with each Grid interface is a potentially dynamic set of service data elements which provide a standard representation for information about Grid service instances, facilitating the maintenance of internal state for
their lifetime [32].
OGSI is based on Web Services and in particular uses WSDL as the mechanism to
describe the interfaces of Grid Services. However, OGSI extends WSDL 1.1 in two
areas: interface (portType) inheritance and the ability to describe additional information elements on a portType [30].

6

Backend-Systems and the Business Grid

The Globus Toolkit, as a possible OGSA-compliant implementation base for a Business Grid, can provide the necessary framework to integrate traditional backendsystems.
However, one cannot plug an enterprise system in a Business Grid and anticipate
all the benefits mentioned before: scalability, reliability and interoperability. If the
concerned backend-system is already decomposed into finer software granules, i.e.
Web Services, one has to look at the underlying software architecture of the affected
system(s). How to cope with monitoring? Who’s responsible for load-balancing: the
Grid or the backend? Which system will ensure consistency after a failure of composed Web Services from different backend-systems? These questions must be answered before adjusting the affected software infrastructure.
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Fig. 5. OGSA Grid Service [29]

The Business Grid – Comparison with Traditional Client-Server-Computing
If we have a look at figure 6, we can observe an analogy to the classical ClientServer-Computing paradigm: a client (Service Requestor) requests a job to be done
(Web Service) by a server (Service Provider). In our case, the loadbalancer moved
from a dedicated server component to the Business Grid, this means that instead of
reporting their actual load to their proprietary dispatching server, the Service Providers are reporting their status to the infrastructure provided by the Grid environment. If
a Service Requestor asks for a specific service, the Business Grid selects as in the
“classic” SOA an appropriate Service Provider, but considers besides the matching
business and operational properties also system load, response time, availability and
transactional behaviour.
Monitoring
Even more complicated than selecting the most suitable service and thus Service Provider amongst all services is the issue of how to deal with business processes, composed from different Web Services residing in heterogeneous backend-systems. Even
if the exposed services can be triggered from the outside world, is it possible to
monitor the progress of the different steps from a general perspective? In the past, research has been done on integrating workflows from existing systems in higher situated workflows [32, 33]. In the world of Web Services, status monitoring especially
over different domains, is currently not supported. Therefore, workarounds have to be
provided. A Service Provider can send either periodically a message to the Service
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Requestor including the current status or every time a status has changed or a Service
Requestor “polls” for the current status, i.e. requests an update. This is cumbersome
because the Web Service itself has to deal with monitoring. Normally, every backendsystem has a monitoring component, which tracks the progress of the involved processes. Nevertheless, we envision that in future Web Service enabled flow technologies
facilitate corresponding monitoring features.

Fig. 6. Client-Server Business Grid-like

Error-Handling and Compensation
If a business process is aborted due to an application error or cancellation from the
Service Requestor, already completed activities (i.e. Web Services) typically have to
be undone. As mentioned in chapter 3, these Web Services often represent long running computations, and to ensure suitable performance characteristics they do not implement ACID properties. This implies that these Web Services offer compensation
actions to undo transactions that they already committed in course of their processing.
Since the process’ activities will be bound at runtime by the Business Grid, the Business Grid has to maintain a persistent log (“compensation log”) specifying pairs of
activity implementations and corresponding compensating activity implementations.
Often, the latter will be derived from information given in the policy-file of the activity proper.
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In figure 7, the Service Requestor cancels his process. This means that the compensating activities have to be bound by the Business Grid. This is based on the information about compensating activity implementations in the compensation log.
Therefore, there is no need that the Service Requestor is involved in specifying compensation actions. The Business Grid has all required information resulting in an
opaque error-handling and compensation.

Fig. 7. Error-handling in Business Grids

7

Web Services-Based Integration of SAP R/3 in a Business Grid

SAP R/3 [34], the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution from SAP, is one of
the most commonly used transactional application system for business management
purposes. SAP’s NetWeaver [35] Architecture makes functional components respective transactions (e.g. BAPI, RFC, IDOC) available as a Web Service.
Nevertheless it’s important to understand the implications resulting from integrating SAP R/3 in a Business Grid environment. As mentioned in chapter 6, when integrating a transactional backend-system like SAP R/3 into a Business Grid, information about load and availability of the backend-system should be available to the
Business Grid. In case of R/3 this information might stem from the SAP Message
Server and the Dispatcher-Workprocess. Otherwise, the selection of the current loadoptimized R/3 Application Server within the actual SAP R/3 environment is not possible.
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SAP R/3-Transactions via Web Services
As transactions and thus the corresponding Web Services provided by SAP R/3 get
long-running rather than ACID transactions, compensation must be kept in mind.
Therefore, for each transaction there is a compensating one, undoing the steps as good
as possible in case of an undo request. This pair of transactions can be specified in a
policy attached to service description, together with the coordination type supported.
Due to performance reasons, not all transactions in SAP R/3 are actually executed and
applied to the underlying resource manager at the time of when they are requested to
commit. Instead the corresponding requests are written to a special queue from which
they processed and committed later, or bundled with other transactions in a batch job.
In the Business Grid scenario, the compensating transaction thus can only be performed after the intended transaction has been finally committed to the database system. Otherwise, inconsistencies may arise. This requirement can be achieved with
special SAP R/3-customizing, enforcing the commit of transactions called by Web
Services directly after the last step performed in the Logical Unit of Work [36] in SAP
R/3. However, this mechanism will likely have performance impacts.

8

Summary

Service Oriented Architecture establishes the base for a new area of distributed computing. We positioned basic Web Service technology as a means for accessing an application and not for implementing it.
The Web Services paradigm therefore enables the transition from tightly coupled
applications to loosely coupled services. With the support of transactions and the
composition of Web Services into processes of any degree of complexity, BPEL4WS
supports orchestration of Web Services.
Contracting between Service Requestor and Service Provider regarding the preferred or even enforced Coordination Service could be realised based on attached
policies. Similarly, we have argued that the compensating Web Service of a certain
Web Service should published via policies too. Finally, the coordination type, i.e. the
information whether the Web Service is realized via an atomic transaction or a long
running business activity, for example, has to be known to enable a transactional
handshake between the two parties.
Grid concepts and the evolving Open Grid Services Architecture have been briefly
introduced, as well as OGSI, integrating Grid technology and Web Service technology, providing a uniform service-oriented architecture for Grid environments.
In the last section, we brought up the potential of integrating SAP R/3 with a Business Grid: every transaction or process inside SAP R/3 can be externalized as Web respective Grid Service, thus enabling a totally new integration aspect – SAP R/3processes as loosely coupled services in higher-level workflows.
Nevertheless, integrating transactional backend-systems in Business Grids implies
a clear concept how to resolve failures: compensation based recovery has to assume
that activities really have been committed. Otherwise, inconsistencies will arise.
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